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This paper is concerned with finite, directed, branch-weighted 
graphs, where each weight is a real number bearing the connotation of
"payoff." The "average payoff" of a k-branch path is defined as the 
sum of the weights along this path divided by k. It  is shown that, as 
k approaches infinity, the maximum average payoff obtainable with 
paths initiating at a particular vertex is exactly the maximum of the 
average payoffs of all proper cycles reachable from that vertex. This 
result leads to a simple algorithm for finding a path which exhibits 
this maximum. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
In  this paper,  a graph is a t r ip let  (V, B, W}, where V = {el, v~, ..  • , 
v~} is a finite set of vertices, B C V X V is a set of branches, and W = 
{w~i [ (v i ,  v~} E B} is a set of real numbers called weights; w~j is the 
weight associated with branch (vi ,  v~). vl C V will be referred to as the 
initial vertex of G. Fig. 1 is the d iagramat ic  representat ion of a 5-vertex 
graph ( the init ial  s tate is indicated by  an arrowhead) .  
A path ~ of length k ( the length of v will also be denoted by  Iv  I), 
is a str ing of k branches in G of the form 
v = (v~0, v , I ) (v ,1 ,  v~)  - . .  (v ,~_ l ,  v,~). (1) 
7r isfinite or infinite depending on whether  I v I is f inite or infinite, respec- 
t ively. When I ~r I = 0, ~ is the null path. ~r is a cycle if v~. 0 = vi~ ; i t  is a 
proper cycle if rio = vi~ and vi~, v¢ 2 , • • • , v~k are all dist inct,  v is a v~-path 
if rio = v~ ; i t  is a v~/vi-path if rio = v~ and vi~ = v¢. Graph G is v~-con- 
nected if, for each vs # vi ,  there exists a v~/vj-path in G. 
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FIG. 1. 5-vertex graph 
Throughout his paper, we shall assume the following: 
Assumption 1. Graph G is v~-connected (i.e. the initial vertex reaches 
every other vertex). 
Assumption 2. For each v~ E V there exists at least one vj E V such 
that (v~, v~) C B (i.e., every vertex generates at least one out-going 
branch). 
The payoff p(Tr) of path ~r given in (1) is defined by 
p(~) = wio~l + wh~2 + "'" + w~_~k • 
The average payoff a@) of a finite ~r is defined by 
a(~)  - p (~)  
[ ; ]  " 
When 7r is infinite, let zr (k) denote the path consisting of the first 
k branches of 7r, and consider the infinite sequence 
a(~( ' ) ,  a(~(2)), a(~(~)), . - .  (2) 
If (2) has a limit, then the average payoff of ~ is defined as this limit: 
a(v) = lira a(v(k)). 
k--za 
An infinite path ~ for which a(~) exists will be called a well-behaved 
infinite path. In the next section it will be shown that not every infinite 
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path in graph G is necessarily well-behaved, but that at least one well-be- 
haved infinite vi-path exists in every G. A well-behaved infinite vl-path 
which exhibits the maximum average payoff will be called an asymptoti- 
cally optimal path; its average payoff will be denoted by A. Such a path 
represents a route which, among all infinitely-long routes initiating in 
vl, is the most "profitable." 
The objective of this paper is to show how an asymptotically optimal 
path can be found and how A can be compouted for an arbitrary graph 
G (conforming with Assumptions 1 and 2). 
2. A WELL-BEHAVED INFINITE PATH 
LE~_~ 1. Every graph G contains at least one well-behaved infinite 
vl-path. 
Proof. Assumption 2 implies that G contains at least one proper cycle. 
Let A* denote the maximum of the average payoffs of all proper cycles 
in G. That is, for all proper cycles ¢ in G, 
a(~) - p(~) < a*. 
Let z0 be a proper cycle such that 
a(~)  - P (~°)  - A* .  
, v 1 Snorfest /vi path7 - ~. 
Proper cyc e ,¢,,ith 
greates~ average payoff/ 
FIo. 2. Path ~ 
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Let (v~, vj) be any branch in no, and let a be a shortest vl/v~ path (which, 
by Assumption 1, always exists). It  can be shown (Gill, 1962) that 
I a0 ] _-< n and t a l =< n - 1. Now, consider the infinite vl-path 
= O~O'0f f00-0  • . .  
(see Fig. 2). For every k >_- I a I + I ao ] we can write 
where al = ~ . . . . .  a~ - ~0 and Iflk{ < I~o I-Thus, r~--~ ~ if 
and only if k -+ ~ and we have 
+ + $: 
a(~) = l ima(# (k)) = lira ~=1 rk  
i= l  
---- lim p(a)  -~- p(~k) + rkp(ao) _ p(ao) _ a(a.) -~ A*. 
Hence, ~ is well behaved. 
Directly from the definition of A and A* we have: 
LEMh~ 2. A >_- A*. 
I t  should be noted that not every infinite path is necessarily well- 
behaved. Consider, for example, the 2-vertex graph of Fig. 3. For every 
binary sequence blb2ba . . .  (b~ C {0, 1] ) there is a path in the graph 
which traces this sequence and whose payoff is b~ ~- b~ -~ ba -~ • . . .  Now, 
let ~ be the path tracing the infinite binary sequence B~B~B~ . . .  ~here 
the B~ are subsequences defined recursively as follows: B1 = 01; if 
BIB~ . . -  B~_I (i > 1) contains l digits, then B~ consists of a run of l O's 
followed by a run of l l's. Thus, a(~ (~)) = ½ whenever the binary se- 
quence traced by ~(~) terminates with a run oi l's, and a(~ (~)) = 
0 0 
] 
FIG. 3. 2-vertex graph 
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whenever the binary sequence traced by v(~) terminates with a run of 
O's. Hence, a(~ (~)) has no limit and a(~) is not defined. 
3. AN ASYMPTOTICALLY OPTIMAL PATH 
LE~I~A 3. I f  i ~r [ >-- n, then p(~r) can always be written in the form 
= + 
i= l  
where r is a path such that I v I < n and where the a~ are proper cycles. 
Proof. Consider the following algorithm for computing the quantity 
P:  
Step 1. Set P0 = 0, ~-x -- ~, i = 1. 
Step 2. Since [ v~l >= n, ~ can always be written in the form ~i = 
az~ where r = aft is a path such that [ r I < ]~1 and where ~ is a 
proper cycle. Set P~ = Pi-1 -5 p(a~). 
Step 3. If ] r ] < n, set P = P~ + p(r)  and halt. Otherwise proceed 
to Step 4. 
Step 4. Set ~r~+l = r, increment i by 1 and return to Step 2. 
By construction, if the number of iterations is r, 
P = p(r)  q- ~v~ 
where I r l < n and the ¢~ are proper cycles. On the other hand, P = 
p(v), since it precisely equals the sum of all weights along r. Hence 
p = 
LE~ 4. Let z, be a well-behaved infinite v~-path. Then a(~') <= A*. 
Proof. By Lemma 3, for all k > n we can write 
rk 
p(Tr (~)) = p(rk) + ~ p(ak~) 
4=1 
where r~ is a path such that I rkl < n and where the zk~ are proper 
cycles (and hence I zk~ I ~ n). Thus, rk --~ oo if and only if k -+ oo and 
we have  
rk 
+ 
a(v) -- lira a(v (~)) = lim ~=i rk 
i= l  
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Using equation (3): 
v~ 
+ A* I I 
i=1 A *. a(~)  < l i ra  ~k = 
i= l  
LEMMA 5. A ~ A*. 
Proof. Let ~ be a weiPbehaved infinite v~-path (by Lemma 1, at least 
one such path must exist) whose average payoff is A. By Lemma 4, 
A = a(~) =< A*. 
Lemmas 2 and 5 imply: 
T~tEORE~,~. A = A*. 
That  is, the path # defined above (and shown diagramatically in Fig. 
2), is an asymptotically optimal path. If # = a~0~o~0 ... where ~o is a 
proper cycle, then 
A - p(*o) 
i I " 
The number of proper cycles in a graph G is finite, and the process of 
finding a and ~0 is a finite process. A convenient algorithm for finding a 
and a0 is given in Traiger (1968). 
4. COMMENTS 
The problem of finding optimal finite paths (where the length is fixed) 
is considerably more complex than that of finding asymptotically opti- 
mal  paths (see Gill and Traiger, 1968). We shall o~Jy note here that the 
optimal path for any finite length k is not necessarily a subpath of an 
asymptotically optimal path, no matter how large k is. For example, 
consider the 2-vertex graph of Fig. 4. The  asymptotically optimal path 
2 I 
FIG. 4. 2-vertex graph 
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is, clearly, 
(vl, v,)(v~, vl)(v~, v,) . . .  
However, for any even length l~, the optimal path is 
(vl, vl)(v,, Vl) . .-  (v~, v0 (v~, v~)(v2, v2) 
while for any odd length/c, the optimal path is 
(v~, v~)(v~, v~) .-.  (v~, v0 (vl, v,~). 
The results in this paper can be easily adapted for eases where an "opti- 
mal path" is defined as one for which the total weight is minimum, 
rather than maximum. In tkis case ~0 is the proper cycle which realizes 
the minimum of the average payoffs of all proper cycles reachable from 
v,. Alternatively, the results may be retained as they are, and instead 
of considering the given graph G one can consider the same graph with 
all weights replaced by their negatives. 
On occasion, one deals with graphs where a branch*may be associated 
with two or more distinct weights (tNs is equivalent o two or more 
"parallel" branches, each with a single weight). In this case, one can 
ignore all but the greatest weight associated with each branch, and pro- 
eeed to use the results of this paper with no alteration. 
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